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1 Collision protection with enhanced safety.
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to eliminate safety hazards in advance.
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protects a machine against internal colli-
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the VINCENT software environment. The

The enhanced safety in VINCENT eliminates

heart of VINCENT is a virtual machine that

impacts of programming errors and also

simulates and visualizes a real machine’s

validates machine operation. The machine

functions. VINCENT is extended by the

really executes only non-colliding move-

AGENS safety module, which facilitates the

ments, regardless of the control program

development of machine safety.

and operator actions.
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In response, the Fraunhofer IFF developed
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Effective Error Analysis on Virtual

designated safeguarded zone. The rules

have developed to enable you to benefit

Models

specify the actions required of the machine

from integrated and, thus, effective and ef-

to evade safeguarded zones under every

ficient development of custom machines.

The Fraunhofer IFF’s software environment

circumstance. Every rule can be visualized

displays every potential collision domain of

in the machine three-dimensionally.

any of a machine’s components. The virtual
model already reveals which machine
elements have to be protected against col-

Efficient Generation of Safety at the

lisions by appropriate interlocks in the con-
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trol logic. All critical machine scenarios can
be detected on the virtual model. The real

This feature is crucial for control engi-

machine is commissioned with validated

neers. Every defined rule-based correlation

control code. Furthermore, sustainable

is automatically converted into program

operation of the machine is guaranteed

code and transferred to the control system.

since only the components replaced during

Understandable, well documented code is

retrofitting have to be added to the error

generated from the rules. The more com-

analyses performed beforehand.

plex the equipment is, the more effective
the code generation and the resultant time
savings are.

Easily Understood Safety Rules
Although collision hazards are complex and
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sometimes hard to predict, the extended
VINCENT safety module generates un-
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derstandable and logical rules for every

engineering and the software system we

Your Benefits from VINCENT
– – Elimination of serious damage
– – Efficient and automatic generation of
safety parameters
– – Up to 50 % less time and labor spent on
programming
– – Quality assurance from the beginning of
the development phase
– – Substantial reduction of complexity
– – High and verified reliability of the generated code
2 , 3 Safeguarded zones simply
visualized.

